This brazen monster - the SOLAR-POWERED GREENZILLA - is terrorizing America with heretical views. It has no faith in eternal economic expansion. It sins against short-term profiteering. It defies the sanctified corporate order with pagan earth worship.

Holy homeland! The jumbotron never lies. Who will save us from this menacing conscience?

Citizens of America, give me your tires, your coal, your petrol, your guns, your souls, your botched losses.

It's using its flower power on us and I can feel the peril!

Now I see with the complicity of a fearful and distracted public, the neo-con klan can annihilate all the alternatives and maintain the cycle of insanity.

Argghhh! It's the zombies come to make us conserve.

Ask not what exxon can do for you. Ask what you can do for exxon.